Chondel & Rabbit
HIGH PERFORMANCE SPECIALTY MACHINES WITH OUTSTANDING
FEATURES AND RELIABILITY
CHONDEL / RABBIT — This is perhaps the most versatile trap in our line with
two machines in one - a Chondel and Rabbit. Sharing many of the Sporter’s heavy
-duty components, this is the finest Chondel you can buy. It throws conventional
clays just above the ground, as loopers, or as a true vertical teal (90º) and will also
throw Rabbit targets along the ground, as loopers or as vertical teal. The speed of
adjustment allows you to change your course design as often as you want.
 300 target capacity
 Durable electrical control box with simple




toggle on/off disarm and fire button
Throws clays from a vertical throwing plate
using a conventional aluminum arm
Integral 2-wheel cart for ease of movement
Midi carousel option

 Heavy duty electrical control box with thermal overload trip

 Simple method of tilting the machine for


adjusting the throwing angles
Lifetime warranty on the clutch and oneway bearing; 3 year warranty on all other
parts

RANGER CHONDEL / RABBIT — We incorporated the Ranger’s proven reliability
into this low cost but high performance machine. Capable of throwing standard targets
dome down, it provides unheard of target presentations which, until now, have only
been possible with manual traps. This trap will throw conventional clays just above the
ground, as loopers or up to 70º vertical. It also throws Rabbit targets along the ground,
as loopers or up to 70º vertical. The speed of making these adjustment means clubs can
change their course as often as they want.
 300 target capacity
 Alloy and corrosion-protected parts for



long lasting rust protection; Steel mainframe with hard blue polyester finish
Aluminum throwing arm with Polyurethane strip
Proven "Knife Edge" system to feed wet
or frozen clays without failure
OPTION
Footswitch

 Midi carousel option
 Simple set-up and throwing height adjustment

 Durable electrical control box with simple toggle on/off disarm and fire button

 Lifetime warranty on the clutch and one-

way bearing; 3 year warranty on all other
parts

DESCRIPTION
Ideal for solo use as it allows the shooter to release targets while keeping both hands on
the gun. It is a heavy duty unit designed to take field use.

Extension Cable 162' extension cable for increased distance between the shooter and trap.
Radio Release
Systems
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Say goodbye to trailing wires and allow for quick course changes. High efficiency units
allow for wireless use of any Promatic launcher.
Great for solo shooting. Short cable fits between the trap and a standard release,
footswitch, or radio release. 2.5 second delay between pressing fire and the trap release.
Pro-Delay Cable Press twice to get a following pair; up to 6 times for a mini flurry. Simple, waterproof, no
batteries or wiring.
Cart

This 2 wheel cart with pin-hitch connection makes any sporting Promatic machine fully
portable. Includes battery mount and 12" solid rubber tires.

Solar Panel

Harness the power of the sun to maintain the charge in your battery for continued shooting
for days without the worry of the battery losing charge.

Transformer

Add our transformer to run your machine on either 110v electricity or 12v DC power.

Chondel & Rabbit
HIGH PERFORMANCE SPECIALTY MACHINES WITH OUTSTANDING
FEATURES AND RELIABILITY

RABBIT - This trap is a commercial ground workhorse. Because a Rabbit
tends to have a hard life (everybody wants to shoot them) , our box-frame
design is incredibly robust, so it can be used continuously year after year.
This trap will consistently throw target after target for as long as you press
the button. Because it is a pure Rabbit, it does the job exceptionally well,
giving you a wonderfully-paced target presentation.
The speed of the target is controlled by a simple spring adjustment.

 Capacity - 300 targets
 Heavy-duty electrical control



box with thermal overload trip
Toggle on/off disarm and fire
button
Proven "Knife Edge" system
to feed wet or frozen clays
without failure

 Available in 12v DC or optional


transformer for 110v electrical
hook-up
Lifetime warranty on the
clutch and one-way bearing; 3
year warranty on all other
parts

Specialty Trap Comparisons

Range Type
Clay Capacity
Distance

RABBIT

RANGER
CHONDEL/RABBIT

CHONDEL

Commercial

Club

Commercial

300

300

350

80 Yards

80 Yards

90 Yards

Cocking Tim e

3 secs

1.8 secs

1.8 secs

Max Elevation

5 degrees

70 degrees

90 degrees

RABBIT

STD & RABBIT
or MIDI ONLY

STD & RABBIT
or MIDI ONLY

Non-Tilt

Tilt Base

Non-Tilt

Knife Separator

Knife Separator

Knife Separator

185 lbs

176 lbs

266 lbs

Length

27.5"

31.5"

43.5"

Width

18.5"

16"

18.5"

Clay Type
Base Type
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Clay Feed Type
Weight

Height

45"

43"

47"

DC Voltage

12v

12v

12v

AC Voltage

Transformer Avail.

Transformer Avail.

Transformer Avail.

3 Year

3 Year

3 Year

Warranty

